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Cocktails, sugar, late nights, all three at a time - many of the things we love can take a toll on our skin. That's why we also love fighting things. June 29, 2016 Spots and melasma are stubborn, but this berry extract fades discoloration (in all skin tones). Find it in SkinCeuticals Advanced Pigment Corrector, which has been shown to work as effectively as
prescription force hydroquinone, without the irritating side effects. At this time of year, it's just cold outside. Sure, some of you live a little closer to the equator, but for most of us - even here in Nashville, Tennessee - the weather is a little colder than our noses and feet prefer. Sometimes the winter chill and shortened days make achieving our New Year's
goals even more difficult. Hey, it's hard to go for a run when the couch and a cup of hot cocoa are there to greet you every night. While we encourage intentional life and despise laziness, you may benefit from giving the sofa call if, and only if you have a book. Motivational speaker Charlie Jones said: Today you are the same as you are in five years, except
for two things: the people you know and the books you read. He's right! Alongside relationships, books can be our best teachers. If you are going to have a Make It Happen year, you should use winter weekning nights to your advantage. Determine what you want to learn and choose books that suit your goals. If you are not sure where to start, go with
something in leadership or the business sphere where personal and professional applications are always beneficial. To begin your list, we asked some of our leaders about their recent readings. Check out your suggestions below. It starts with why, from Simon Sinek Dono to this five star book. It's one of my all-time favorites now. It really taps into why we do
things instead of just exploring what we do. It gives so many great examples of real life, such as why would people tattoo a motorcycle's name on their arms, specifically Harley Davidson? We don't see many Honda tattoos! If you're an Apple fan, there are many good Apple stories there too. I can read this again in 2013. -Jack, EVP of Business to Business
Tribal Leadership, by Dave Logan, John King and Halee Fischer-Wright This book talks about cultures and sub cultures within a company. It really helps you recognize what makes teams score and what makes them successful. When it comes to launching new leaders, even the best leaders will fail miserably if their teams do not accept them. Tony, CIO
Unbroken, by Laura Hillenbrand I will leave the typical leadership box and tell you that this was a Incredible. Unbroken is an incredible story of a man's rise to fame, trials as a World War II prisoner of war, and later his personal redemption. I couldn't get him down. I was surprised by the perseverance and willingness to live of a man. Surely our everyday
problems seem quite small in comparison – really even nonexistent! —Mark, CFO The advantage, by Pat Lencioni This was the most valuable book I read last year. For me, it was his best book by far. It is not told in a story line like his other books, but it gives good practical steps to a healthy organizational structure. It really brings to light how much human
capital you play in the success of your business – and how you trump everything else. -Debbie, Business EVP in the Church As this list suggests, it's not just the reading act that counts – what you read matters a lot more. The philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer gave quick and easy advice that we can follow when making our next selection in the library. He
said: If a man wants to read good books, he must make a point of avoiding the bad guys; for life is short, and time and energy limited. It happens this season wisely. Develop the habit of reading books –good books in this- and commit to continue with it throughout the year. You will be surprised by the progress you can make in your personal, professional,
emotional and spiritual life by the simple turn of a page. Check out some of our favorite books available through our online store. Sherri Leopard has experienced being unique many times in her career. During her first professional life as a technology marketing consultant, Leopard found her her way into projects where she would be the only female member
as well as the youngest. Having grown up in a lower-middle-class home, he also found himself disagreeing with many of his privileged friends who graduated from elite schools. However, he persevered and thrived, building and running a marketing consultancy with blue chip clients such as IBM, SAP, Siemens and Motorola. In 2006, he sold his consulting
firm, Leopard, to advertising giant WPP. Leopard became a wholly owned subsidiary of Ogilvy &amp; Mather.Sherri Leopard [Photo: courtesy of SYPartners]Many years later, as a senior adviser and entrepreneur in residence at SYPartners, Leopard would find hermself – once again – as the only person in the room. But this time, he would be like the oldest
person in a full office in his twenties and thirties. Leopard recently chatted with Fast Company about how working with younger employees has helped shape their mindset, and misconception about older workers who want everyone to fall out. Here is your experience in your own words, edited for length and clarity. What it's like being decades older than all
your coworkersAll the people I work with on a day-to-day basis 20 to 30 years younger than me. The company is young, young, young, and many of them come from prestigious schools. Me? I went to Denver Metropolitan State University. I came from a lower-middle-class education-and I part of the way it manifests itself in me is being really practical.
Everyone else would have these debates about really minute things, and they tend to be super impatient and cut to persecution. Of course, I've had to learn how to do it in a way that doesn't suffocate people's creativity. To be honest, I don't think people tend to focus on the fact that I'm older. There's a designer on my team who's 24, and the other day he told
me, I think of you as a mentor, but you're not someone who just gives me advice, because you've done all these things. We go in and look forward to things together and when we are solving a problem. We're solving it as equals. Related: I was the only woman in my company for two long years in learning younger workersAs a former CEO who happens to
be the oldest person in the office, during my three years at SYPartners, I've really struggled not to be right and need to be right. It took me a while to get comfortable with learning the young people who challenge me. It's been a journey. In one of my first projects, this was very difficult. I was on a team that just saw things so differently. The change in
perspective came during my work with BlackRock, with whom we have been working on its diversity and inclusion initiatives. Something eventually collapsed in my brain, and now it's much easier to be in situations where people are challenging my thinking. If I had learned that early in my career, I would have been a much better CEO. I've realized that we
need these differences in the workplace to solve the kind of complex problems that are presented to us today. Of course, there will always be a generational divide. When I hear about young women discussing wages, I think, in my generation, people didn't talk about what they were paid. But I think young people are much smarter because this transparency
is going to pay off. Another obvious generational divide is my dislike of social media. I feel like young people around me try to throw me into this world and occasionally I'll go, okay, I get it, I understand why I have to. But I've had times when I've gone through six rounds of writing an average post and I can never bring myself to publish it. Younger people will
tell me: Do it, and you'll feel more comfortable. But I still can't do that. Related: Good American CEO about being the only black woman in the room: I don't realize about the importance of resistance I think my stamina is an advantage I have, as an older worker. When I was doing marketing and communications work, I did a lot of speech writing. I would have
customers calling me very last minute, often very early in the morning. I remembered seeing my then client, a senior vice president IBM, kicked me out even though I was probably 20 years older. At that point I realized, oh my god, the game here is actually resistance. Jo Jo then the important thing is to be physically strong, eat healthy, exercise, and just be
very aware of my health. I think the investment I've been making for years in my health is paying off. Today, the young people on my team will go, geez, you're the Energizer bunny! Related: Why You Should Recruit Older Workers into Misconception About Being an Older Worker I Feel Like There's This Misconception that older people simply can't keep up,
whether that's up to date with anything in the world, or physically. Well, I'll prove in my little circle of the world that we can keep up. I think to succeed at this age, you need to have a growth mindset. There are so many people my age who believe that the world is prejudiced against them. I deeply believe that there is an experience in all of us that can be
remodeled and reapplyed in a new way. The question is, do you choose to reinvent yourself? Men, we have a serious problem on our hands, or we have to say, in our closets. We wear clothes that don't fit. Maybe we've been seeing too many reproductions of Seinfeld. Maybe we've been taking the wrong notes from our parents. Either way, it's aging us. And
it stops here. We see it all the time, even on the elegant streets of New York: men in oversized khakis, buttons and even shoes (usually of the clunky square foot variety). But even worse, these guys are fit, good looking, twenty to thirty-somethings not dressing to their full potential. (For inspiration from the style of guys who do well, check out high street
scenes: New York Fashion Week.) Look, dressing younger doesn't mean digging your old college teas and wearing a cap backwards. Surprisingly, it just means not dressing older. Here's the top fashion fails this age that – and how to fix them for your best look yet. Bulky sports coatsA boxy, bulky jacket is as flattering as a Snuggie. Even if you would like to
drop a few pounds, we promise that an equipped one will look better. Your shoulders should rest firmly on the edge of your actual shoulders, your sleeves should fall around your wrists and leave 1/4 inches of shirt cuff demonstration, and you shouldn't be able to fit a six pack of beer between your jacket and torso. Unfortunately.Look younger: Bookmark this
article and get into the closet right now. Find all your blazers, put them in a bag, and see your tailor immediately. You may think they fit well, but good tailoring is the difference between good and damn well. Oversized dress shirts You probably wear a front button to work with, right? And you probably want to be seen as safe and powerful, right? This won't
happen in a shirt that says: I'm in a sea of fabric because I'm not safe enough to wear something thinner. Not only does it age you, it makes you seem unsure of yourself. And if there is one thing that the CEOs have in is looking assured . . . even when they are not. Look younger: Look for shirts labeled as thin fit, like this one from Banana Republic. You'll
avoid a boxy silhouette, flatter your frame, and you won't make your 175-pound body look like Philip Seymour Hoffman's. Clunky shoes that may seem comfortable, but since the foot has no square shape, they are no better than a classic, rounded foot. In fact, smart, square shoes are the easiest way to destroy a perfectly good look. Even the most
personalized and high-end outfit will look cheap if you finish it with a pair of plodders. Look younger: Updating your style below your ankle doesn't mean dropping serious dollars and developing blisters. You can buy a versatile pair of oxfords for less than $200, the ones you can take anywhere and everywhere. Exhibit A: this pair of Kenneth Cole. Dad jeans
Despite the name, dad jeans are worn by guys of all ages. How do you know if you're guilty? His jeans are high-waisted, baggy, and a little stiff. Oh, and a belt worn on your belly button takes you to the next level. (In case you can't say: This is not a level you want to be at.) Look younger: The waistband of your jeans should fall right around your spine.
Anyone taller could make you look like Mitt Romney, any inferior and you'll be flashing strangers every time you bend down to tie your shoe. You can't go wrong with one of those new jeans for the fall.     This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this content and similar to piano.io piano.io
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